
“At the end of the day, the goals are simple: safety and security.”        —Jodi Rell 

School violence has unfortunately become a more frequent reality in the past twenty years, and while the odds 

of something occurring remain low, our top priority is the safety, security and well-being of all students and 

staff. In order to maintain a safe environment for our children to study and learn, it is necessary that we practice 

our emergency and crisis response plans by having drills designed to exercise our procedures.  

For many years, we have been practicing various safety and security drills outside of our regular fire drills. The 

goals of the training drills are to improve our ability to protect students, save lives, and prevent injuries. They 

allow us to evaluate our emergency operations plan and improve our response skills. Most importantly, it pro-

vides an opportunity for the students and staff to develop a “tool belt” of skills which empower them to make 

the best decisions for survival if they ever experience a similar emergency in school or in life.  

As a reminder of the current district security measures: 

 The District maintains a variety of active security measures, including locked exterior doors, mandatory 

check-in procedures at school entrances, video surveillance, and alarms. In recent years, the District has invest-

ed in enhancing security at school building entrances, operationalizing additional cameras, employing Special 

Class III Officers, and improving locking devices to classroom doors. 

 A comprehensive emergency operations plan guides our response to emergency situations at the District 

and school level. Staff members are trained to implement emergency procedures and participate in practice 

drills throughout the year. Students receive training as well, including participation in a variety of drills during 

the year. 

 The District and local law enforcement have established a very strong partnership. Law enforcement per-

sonnel regularly participate in the review of our security and emergency procedures. Our emergency operations 

plan is reviewed annually. 

Please take a moment to emphasize the role that your child has in maintaining safe schools by following school 

safety guidelines (e.g. not providing building access to strangers, reporting strangers on campus, reporting 

threats to school safety made by students or community members, etc.), communicating any personal safety 

concerns to a trusted adult, and accessing support for emotional needs. 

In previous years, our response to an armed intruder in our schools has been to go into a “lockdown.” Reviews 

of recent statistics and best practices have revealed that the single option of simply locking down a building as a 

response to an intruder is not always the best response.  In turn, many law enforcement agencies, along with 

other federal and state agencies have collaborated to develop the advent of the options-based response model to 

armed intruders in schools.  

The options-based response model encourages staff and students to make informed decisions based on the infor-

mation they receive about the emergency. At not only Parkland and Columbine High Schools, but also at Vir-

ginia Tech and Sandy Hook Elementary, many students were able to survive the horrific events of those days 

because they evacuated. It has been proven that by providing our students and staff with these options that we 

will be greatly increasing their safety and survivability if such an incident occurred at our schools 

The Berkeley Heights Public Schools, along with the Berkeley Heights Police Department, have been training 

in preparation for this program to be rolled out to students. At this point, the program has been presented and 

practiced with staff. As we approach our next phase of training that will include educating our students through 

drills during the school day, we wanted you to be aware of our updated procedures so that you will have the 

opportunity to discuss this with your child.  

We are cognizant of your concerns and continue to take steps to insure the safety of students and staff. In the 

future, as a school district we will be reinforcing these procedures through practice drills and further reflection.  

Please contact your school principal or your child's school counselor if you have any questions or would like 

additional information. 

While we all hope for a future that is absent of such dangers, we must prepare for such occurrences.  Just as 

we revisit our curriculum and instructional strategies, so too must we work to continually improve our strate-

gies for safety and security.  
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